
Year 3 Remote Learning - Week 8 w/c 7th June
This is a guide for families to help provide a structure for home learning. Students are encouraged to complete 2-3 activities  per day.

You may upload work to Seesaw but this is not compulsory.

Reading Writing/Spelling Maths Inquiry Wellbeing

My Literacy Online

Login to Essential Assessment

and complete at least two

activities on My Literacy.

Extension: Try to earn four

completely gold stars for each

activity.

Spelling Online

Login to Soundwaves online

using your class code. Choose

Unit 17 (i as in ice-cream). Play

at least two of the Soundwaves

games.

Extension: Use the segmenting

tool on Soundwaves to segment

the list words into the

phonemes.

Addition

Find how many legs there are

in your family, including pets.

Then find how many fingers,

toes and claws you have in

your family. Add up everyone’s

shoe sizes. Show working out.

Extension: Choose your

favourite animal. Draw as

many of them using the total

number of fingers, toes and

claws you added up from your

family. (e.g, if you have 20

legs, and your favourite animal

was a dog which had 4 legs,

you could draw 5 dogs).

States of Matter

Using your understanding of

gases, liquids and solids, can

you think of any things that

can change their state?

Write a list and draw pictures

to show this.

Extension: Research how

particles move.

Nature Explorers

Go for a walk or go outside

somewhere at home. Look for

some interesting plants or

animal life. Draw a picture of

something you found.

Express Yourself!

Read a book aloud and

practice reading with

expression. You could even try

using different voices! If you

would like to, record your

best voice and post on

Seesaw.

Extension: Go on to

https://storylineonline.net/

and listen to a story being

read to you.

Spelling Offline

Using the word list below,

change one letter at a time to

create as many new words as

you can E.g. dirt: dart, cart,

card.

Word List:

fine, cry, white, pear, ice.

Extension: Using the letters

from the words States Of

Matter, make as many

different words as you can.

Subtraction Online

Complete the 3-Digit

Subtraction activity on

Seesaw.

Watch the video to see what

happens when we regroup.

Solve the equations, worded

problems and write your own.

Extension: Login to Essential

Assessment and use Sunset

Maths.

Inquiry Writing Boot Camp

Complete the Seesaw activity

Read the short passage about

types of heat transfer.

Use your exercise book (with

dotted thirds) to copy the

text in your best handwriting.

Take your time and ensure

that you don’t miss any words

or punctuation.

Extension: Write a sentence

that shows our understanding

of the meaning of the word

‘conduction’.

Get Active

Plan a dance routine and teach

it to someone in your

household. Record your dance

and upload to Seesaw. Or

practice a trick shot (football,

basketball etc) and upload a

photo or video to Seesaw.

Facts, facts and facts...

Read a non-fiction book on

either Wushka, Epic or one of

your own and write down five

new facts you have learned.

Extension: Create a poster

about what you have learned.

The Magic Playground

Complete the task ‘The Magic

Playground' on Seesaw.

Edit the boring start to make it

more interesting by adding

adjectives, verbs and adverbs.

My Numeracy Online

Login to Essential Assessment

and complete at least two

activities. Choose one from

Number & Algebra and the

other from either

Famous Scientists

Imagine you have the

opportunity to interview a

famous scientist.Write a list

of questions that you would

like to ask them.

A-Z to do list!

Write an A-Z list of things you

would like to do before you

grow up. For example, A =

Arthurs Seat - go on the

chairlift, B = bake an

https://storylineonline.net/


Extension: Extension: Finish

the story.

Measurement & Geometry or

Statistics & Probability

Extension: Try and earn four

completely gold stars.

Extension: Research a

famous scientist and write a

paragraph about them.

impressive cake, C = camp by

the Murray River, etc

Summarise

Read a chapter book and write

a summary of what happened

in one of the chapters.

Remember to include who,

what, when, where, why and

how in your summary.

Extension: Watch a video on

https://kids.nationalgeographic
.com/videos and summarise

the main points.

Free Write

Write a text of your choice – It

could be a narrative,

persuasive, poem or procedure

– the choice is yours.

Extension: Draw a picture to

illustrate your writing.

Worded problems

Write 5 subtraction worded

problems for a family member

to solve. Double check their

answers.

Extension: Show the correct

answers by using your inverse

operation of addition. Eg

36-6=30 and 30+6=36.

Exploring outdoors

Spend some time outside in

your backyard.  Think about

how the temperature changes

in different parts of the yard.

Answer these questions?

Where is it warmest?

Where is it coolest?

Where do plants grow best?

Extension: You may like to

draw a map of these areas of

your yard.

Flight Mission

Make a paper aeroplane and

see how far you can get it to

fly. Can you make some design

changes to see if you can get it

to fly even further?

Question Time

Think of a fictional character

from a book that you love!

Write down five questions you

would like to ask them.

Extension: Pretend you are

that fictional character and

answer your questions!

Setting Description

A new planet has been

discovered. Draw a picture and

then write a description of

what life is like on this new

planet.

Extension: Write some

dialogue for an alien that lives

on your new planet.

Challenge

Time the length of the showers

your family has in minutes. See

if you can add the total time.

If everyone showered for the

same time each day, what is

the total time after a week?

Extension: See if you can then

work out the total shower time

after a month and a year.

Word Find

Make a word find using the

following words.

Liquid, Solid, Gas, Heat,

Convection, Radiation,

Conduction, Scientist,

Experiment, Temperature,

Evaporation.

Challenge a family member to

find the words.

Extension: Write the

definitions of the words.

It’s Okay to Make Mistakes

Complete the Seesaw activity -

It’s Okay to Make Mistakes or

draw a squiggle on a page, can

you turn it into a piece of

artwork?

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/videos
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/videos

